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I. I NTRODUCTION
Modern chip designs are composed out of several different blocks.
Blocks are typically described in a Hardware Description Language
(HDL). Often these blocks are from different developers or even third
party blocks licensed from other companies and have to be assembled
into a single chip. Writing the corresponding connections is a tedious
task for a developer, as he needs to connect several hundreds or even
thousands of different ports. Hence, automation is desirable.
Currently, tools for automatically connecting ports of different
blocks require either exact name matching, e.g., Emacs VerilogMode [1] or require additional input, e.g., MKTREE[2], ShapeUp [3].
MKTREE requires a description of the intended connection and
ShapeUp uses a specification of the different blocks in order to
generate correct connections.
In this work we present a technique for connecting ports of
different blocks, that neither requires exact name matching nor
additional user input. The presented technique focuses on fast lightweight techniques based on similarities between strings.
II. T ECHNIQUE
The basic flow of our approach is shown in Figure 1. As input a list
of Verilog modules, the source code of each module, and, optionally,
the amount how often each module should be instantiated is used.
First, a set of prohibiting heuristics is applied on the modules. The
prohibiting heuristics mark connections as forbidden, either because
they are very unlikely or would result in nonsynthesizable code.
Next, supporting heuristics are used to compute a likelihood for
two ports to be connected. We use a name matching heuristic, an
extended name matching heuristic and an event checking heuristic.
The name matching heuristic is based on the similarity of the
port-names. We assume that for most design the name of the port
corresponds to the data which is sent over the port. The name
matching heuristic can use three different string-similarity metrics:
Jaro-distance [4], Levenshtein-distance [5] and longest-commonsubstring. The extended name matching heuristic not only considers
port-names but also the names of the modules and their submodules.
The event checking heuristic tries to find the clock and reset signals
of a design and connect them correspondingly.
The last step in the computation is the application of a connection
strategy. We implemented several different strategies of different
complexity for choosing the connections between the ports. All
connection strategies use a threshold value which decide if a connection should be created at all. Based on preliminary results the
threshold value was set to two third of the maximal value of the
supporting heuristics. The simplest is a greedy strategy, always
creating the connection which has the highest value assigned by the
supporting heuristics and no previously created connection prevents
the connection. More complex connection strategies rate connections
higher, if the modules which they connect are already connected by
other connections or consider all possible connections of a port and
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prefer those connections for which the other port has only poorly
ranked alternatives.
III. E VALUATION
For evaluating our approach we use eight designs of different size,
of different purpose, and from different authors. For the evaluation we
removed the sub-module instantiations from the top-modules of the
designs and then applied our approach to recreate the instantiations.
We used Emacs Verilog-Mode as a baseline-comparison. For comparing both approaches we used a metric approximating the effort a
developer saves using an automatic tool.
The evaluation shows that in most cases the event checking heuristic reduces the quality of the result. For several of the considered
designs, the more advanced connection strategies are heavily affected
by small changes to the supporting heuristic. However, the pure
greedy approach achieves good result for all the designs. Further, the
evaluation showed that the technique is most effective if the designs
follow a clear naming conventions for the port names.
The best average results are computed by the combination of the
name matching heuristic and the extended name matching heuristic
both using the Levenshtein-distance together with the pure greedy
connection strategy. This combination yields better results than
Emacs Verilog-Mode in seven of eight design. This includes a
design which is optimized towards Emacs Verilog-Mode. Further,
for a design which Emacs Verilog-Mode is not able to create any
connection our approach is able to create a perfect set of connections.
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